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Abstract

This paper investigates the emergence of cooperation in a heterogeneous population.

The population is divided into two cultural groups. Agents in the population are

randomly matched in pairs to engage in a prisoner dilemma. The matching process

is assortative, that is, cooperators are more likely to be matched with cooperators,

defectors are more likely to be matched with defectors. When two agents of different

cultures are matched, they suffer a cost due to their cultural differences. We call such

a cost cultural aversion. We find that when cultural aversion is sufficiently strong,

perfect correlation between culture and behavior emerges: all agents from one cultural

group cooperate, while all agents from the other cultural group defect.
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1 Introduction

It is matter of fact that societies in almost every age and place, and especially modern

societies, are comprised of groups which differ between each other on a cultural basis. Often

these differences – think, for instance, of language and religion – entail a cost that individuals

suffer when interactions occur between members of different groups.

The literature studying under which conditions cooperation can emerge in societies has

so far given little consideration to the role of costly interactions between different cultural

groups.1 This paper attempts to address this issue.

We consider a model in which a heterogeneous population of agents are randomly matched

in pairs to engage in a prisoner dilemma. Each agent carries one of two different cultural types

and the population is divided into two cultural groups. Each cultural type is substantiated

by a set of identity traits, like language and religion. These traits are essential because they

represent the identity of a culture (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000, 2005). At the same time,

these traits may originate a cost when members of different cultural groups interact with each

other: think of communication costs due to different languages, or coordination costs due to

differences in work times for religious habits (e.g., Muslims observe Ramadan, Jews rest on

Saturday, Catholics rest on Sunday). Such a cost can also be psychological. Starting with

the seminal work of Becker (1957) on taste-based discrimination, numerous researches have

found that mistrust, animosity and negative attitude across cultural groups have significant

impact on trade and investment (Guiso et al., 2009, Michaels and Zhi, 2010, Fisman et al.,

2014); on labor market outcomes (Becker, 1993, Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004, Bandiera

et al., 2009); on financial activities such as mergers and bank loans (Giannetti and Yafeh,

2012, Ahern et al., 2012). We call the cost/disutility of cross-cultural interaction cultural

aversion in the rest of the paper.

Each agent also carries an auxiliary trait, which is characterized by his action to cooperate

or defect in the prisoner dilemma. The auxiliary traits have cultural nature as well, but they

do not convey an identity.

Changes in traits such as preferences, customs and faiths usually take place across gen-

erations over time, while actions evolve over a much shorter time horizon. In this paper, we

take identity traits as given for agents, and we analyze the evolution over auxiliary traits.

This means that we are considering a time horizon that is not long enough to allow identity

traits to vary, but sufficiently long for selection to be active on auxiliary traits.

1The importance of cultural factors for the evolution of cooperation has been studied, among others, by

Henrich and Boyd (2001), Boyd et al. (2003), Henrich (2004), Boyd and Richerson (2009), and Boyd et al.

(2011). None of these or similar studies, however, consider the cost of interactions due to cultural mismatch.
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The central question we investigate is whether cultural aversion between groups is rel-

evant for cooperation. At a first glance, one may think that cultural aversion does not

affect, per se, the relative advantage of cooperation over defection, and hence it cannot have

any effect on the evolution of cooperation. If this is the case, cultural aversion simply re-

duces individual payoffs depending on the frequency of type-mismatches (i.e., the frequency

of matches between agents belonging to different cultural groups); therefore, interventions

aimed at reducing cultural aversion are clearly the best policy for societal interests. How-

ever, it turns out that is not necessarily the case if we allow for action-assortativity in the

matching process, i.e., cooperators are more likely to interact with cooperators, and defectors

with defectors. Action-assortativity describes people’s generally tendency to interact more

with those who act like them than with those who behave differently. In social psychology,

social matching theory (Walster et al., 1966) argues that people tend to form successful

partnerships with those who share similar levels of social desirability. In sociology, there is

a long tradition to study behavioral homophily (see McPherson et al., 2001, for a survey),

which finds that people associate themselves with those who share similar behavioral pat-

terns. Although assortativity is commonly observed in human societies along many other

dimensions including race, gender, language, religion, dress and origin (see, among others,

McPherson et al., 2001, Ruef et al., 2003, Currarini et al., 2009, 2010, Bramoullé et al.,

2012), action-assortativity plays a unique role in the situation we consider: given action-

assortativity, cooperation and defection can work as instruments to avoid type-mismatches,

and cultural aversion can be, to some extent, beneficial to society.

More specifically, we find that larger cultural aversion works in favor of states where there

is perfect correlation between culture and behavior, that we call type-monomorphic states: all

agents of one cultural group cooperate, and all agents of the other cultural group defect. This

result crucially depends on the interplay between action-assortativity and cultural aversion;

given the presence of action-assortativity, cultural aversion provides each agent an incentive

to conform to the action that is mostly played by his own group members to avoid costly

type-mismatches. The magnitude of such an incentive depends on both the degree of action-

assortativity and the degree of segregation of the two cultural groups in actions. When

the two cultural groups are sufficiently segregated in actions, that is, the majority of one

group choose to cooperate, while the majority of the other group choose to defect, action-

assortativity increases the cost of an agent choosing an action differing from what most his

own group members choose; this effect lessens with a smaller degree of assortativity and a

less pronounced segregation, but it vanishes only if the degree of assortativity goes to zero

or if segregation is nil.
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Our results have important implications in terms of welfare. When action-assortativity

is sufficiently strong such that full cooperation can be achieved in the absence of cultural

aversion, the presence of cultural aversion can reduce cooperation. Obviously, full coopera-

tion without any cultural aversion is the first best from a societal point of view. However,

and notably, if cultural aversion cannot be reduced to zero, then the type-monomorphic

state where only the larger cultural group cooperates can entail a larger total surplus than

the monomorphic state where everybody cooperates. In fact, the reduction of benefits from

cooperation (due to the fact that part of the population defects to avoid type-mismatches)

can be more than compensated by the reduction in the frequency of costly type-mismatches

(thanks to the perfect correlation between action and culture). So, somewhat surprisingly it

may happen that a small increase in cultural aversion can increase total welfare, when the

society is moved from a monomorphic to a type-monomorphic state. Of course, as cultural

aversion increases even more, total welfare is bound to decrease indefinitely, unless action-

assoratativity is total. Furthermore, when action-assortativity is sufficiently weak such that

full defection is obtained in the absence of cultural aversion, a positive degree of cultural

aversion can increase cooperation by allowing the society to move to a type-monomorphic

state. Importantly, societal welfare can increase in this way only if cultural aversion is not

too large.

Beyond the baseline model described above, we develop four extensions with the aim

of investigating if, and to what extent, our findings about the interplay between cultural

aversion and action-assortativity are affected by other elements that can reasonably play a

role.

First, we consider the possibility of assortativity also in identity traits. In this case

the matching process also exhibits type-assortativity (Alger and Weibull, 2013), that is,

agents from the same cultural group has a higher probability to be matched with their

own group members. We find that allowing for some degree of type-assortativity does not

change our main results qualitatively. Moreover, type-assortativity alone cannot account for

the phenomenon of perfect correlation between culture and behaviors, even when cultural

aversion is present, because cooperation and defection can no longer serve as instruments

to help the agents to avoid type-mismatches. This demonstrates the importance of action-

assortativity in our model.

Second, we consider the existence of asymmetries in the degree of cultural aversion (as

suggested by Bisin et al., 2004), with agents of one type suffering more when type-mismatches

occur. Here as well our results are qualitatively maintained, with the additional insight that

an increase in the degree of assortativity in actions can make the system switch from a state
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where the majority cooperates and the minority defects to a state where the majority defects

and the minority cooperates. In terms of welfare, this generates a non-monotonic pattern.

Third, we consider the interplay of assortativity, cultural aversion, and a legal institution,

which is modeled as a compensation scheme (Tabellini et al., 2008): when a defector meets a

cooperator, and the legal system detects the incident, the former has to pay a compensation

to the latter. We find that the legal institution itself cannot produce type-monomorphic

states even if cultural aversion is in place. Moreover, when the legal institution is weak (i.e.,

low compensation) and/or cultural aversion is weak, the legal institution complements assor-

tative matching to achieve full cooperation. On the other hand, when the legal institution is

strict (i.e., high compensation), and cultural aversion is strong, a somewhat counter-intuitive

result occurs: for a low degree of action-assortativity full cooperation is obtained, while a

high degree of action-assortativity leads to type-monomorphic states. The rationale is that

when action-assortativity is sufficiently high, the legal institution would not represent a very

effective punishment for defectors, since they rarely end up matched with cooperators; in-

stead, differentiating in actions is still an effective way to avoid costly type-mismatches. This

result may help to explain why in many developed countries with strong formal institutions,

minorities still suffer from high crime rates. For example, in the United States, certain eth-

nic minority groups concentrate in inner cities, where crime rates are significantly higher

compared to the average crime rate nationwide. Moreover, members of these groups are the

main victims of the crimes occurred in these hypersegregated areas (Massey, 1995).

Finally, we consider the case where action-assortativity is state-dependent, that is, the

likelihood of assortative matching in actions depends on the fraction of the population that

cooperates. We show that the introduction of state-dependent assortativity does not affect

the substance of our results, although the analysis becomes more complex inducing us to focus

on sufficient conditions for evolutionary stability. As an example, we also provide specific

results regarding the stranger-in-the-night matching process (Bergstrom, 2013) which gives

rise to state-dependent assortativity.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related literature. Section 3

describes the basic model and provides the main result. Section 4 conducts welfare analysis.

Section 5 extends the basline model. Section 6 provides a discussion and concludes.

2 Related literature

The works most closely related to our study are perhaps Bergstrom (2003) and Bergstrom

(2013), who consider matching assortativity and show that, when assortativty is in actions,
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it can crucially allow for the evolution of cooperation. More precisely, we follow the idea

developed in Bergstrom (2003) who defines the index of assortativity of a matching process

between two cooperators (and similarly for two defectors) as the difference between the

probability that a cooperator is matched with another cooperator and the probability that a

defector is matched with a cooperator. Importantly, Bergstrom (2013) also considers a state-

dependent index of assortativty, exploring in particular the so called stranger-in-the-night

matching process. Basically, we add on Berstrom’s models by introducing two exogenous

cultures (in the form of two distinct types) and allowing for cultural aversion.2

Alger (2010) and Alger and Weibull (2010, 2012) apply the index of assortativity not to

actions but to types, in order to study the evolution of preferences for altruism. The work of

Alger and Weibull (2013) is also related to the current paper. They consider a heterogeneous

population in which agents with different cultural types carry different preference traits and

they are matched assortatively according to their types. They show that moral preferences

(i.e., agents whose preferences attach some extra value to the act of cooperating), and hence

cooperation, can spread in the society. This is so because sufficiently strong type-assortativity

allows agents of the moral type to internalize part of the benefits of cooperation, so that

they obtain a higher payoff than the selfish type agents. One important difference between

our approach and theirs is that we focus on action-assortativity, showing that the interplay

between action-assortativity and cultural aversion gives rise to a unique phenomenon: type-

monomorphic states. Another important difference is that we do not allow evolution on types,

but only on actions. To put it differently, we do not allow for the evolution of preferences,

as we focus on a shorter time horizon.3

The coexistence of cooperators and defectors together with some form of separation4 be-

tween agents that adopt different actions has been already obtained theoretically in Bilancini

and Boncinelli (2009), where the possibility to refuse to interact with those who defected in

2The effects of cultural aversion have been studied also in the context of social coordination between

risk-dominant and payoff-dominant conventions (Bilancini and Boncinelli, 2015). The main finding is that,

if cultural aversion is strong enough, then both conventions survive in the long run, with perfect correlation

between culture and convention.
3The literature on indirect evolutionary approach considers a time horizon that is long enough for selection

to be active on types. See, among others, Güth and Yaari (1992), Güth (1995), Bester and Güth (1998),

McNamara et al. (1999), Sethi and Somanathan (2001), Ok and Vega-Redondo (2001), Van Veelen (2006),

Dekel et al. (2007), Heifetz et al. (2007b,a), Kuran and Sandholm (2008), Akçay et al. (2009) and Wu (2015).
4In the study of the evolution of cooperation through group selection (see, among others, Traulsen and

Nowak, 2006, Bowles, 2006, Van Veelen, 2009, Choi and Bowles, 2007) a kind of separation between agents

is considered, which is however quite different from action-assortativty: individuals interact mostly within

their group but their actions affect the likelihood that the group survives against other groups.
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the past leads to an interaction structure where there is a segregated group of cooperators

who leaves out all defectors. Wang et al. (2012) provide supporting experimental evidence.

Rezaei and Kirley (2012) find similar results in a setup where links are automatically severed

upon defection.

Finally, the literature on cultural transmission5, which focuses on the socialization of

culture from one generation to another one, is also partly related to our paper. See Cavalli-

Sforza and Feldman (1981), Boyd and Richerson (1988), Bisin and Verdier (2001), Bisin et al.

(2004), and Tabellini et al. (2008), among many others, for an explicit modelling of an inter-

generational cultural transmission process, where cultural types evolve in an overlapping

generation model. With respect to these models, we consider a shorter time-horizon: long

enough to have auxiliary traits (actions) evolve endogenously, but not too long as to have

cultural traits that convey an identity (types) and cultural aversion (cost of type-mismatch)

exogenously given.

3 The baseline model

The model and the following analysis are built upon Bergstrom (2003). As a distinctive

feature in our model, agents are heterogeneous in cultural types, and interactions between

agents of different cultural types are costly.

3.1 The Prisoner Dilemma game

Consider a large population of agents who are repeatedly and randomly matched in pairs to

engage in some pairwise interaction. There are two actions available to the agents, labelled

by C and D. Action C stands for cooperation, it costs c to the agent who adopts it, and gives

a benefit b > c to the partner interacting with the agent. Action D stands for defection, it

costs nothing to the agent who adopts it, and gives no benefit to the partner. The resulting

payoff matrix is given by

5See Richerson and Boyd (2008) for a comprehensive review of the role of culture in the evolution of

human behavior. See also Bowles (1998) for a discussion of the impact of institutions on the evolution of

preferences.
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C D

C b− c, b− c −b, c

D c,−b 0, 0

which is known as the Prisoner Dilemma with additive payoffs.

3.2 Heterogeneous types and cultural aversion

Each agent in the population carries one of two cultural types, labelled by x and y. Hence,

the population is divided into two cultural groups. An agent suffers a cost of cultural

aversion d in case of type-mismatch, i.e., for interacting with an agent of a cultural type

different from his own. The proportion of x-type agents over the whole population is β.

Without loss of generality suppose that β ∈ (0.5, 1). A population state is characterized by

s = (sx, sy) ∈ [0, 1]2, where sx denotes the fraction of x-type agents that are cooperators,

and sy is interpreted analogously.

Let us define:

ηx|C(s) =
βsx

βsx + (1− β)sy
;

ηy|C(s) =
(1− β)sy

βsx + (1− β)sy
;

ηx|D(s) =
β(1− sx)

β(1− sx) + (1− β)(1− sy)
;

ηy|D(s) =
(1− β)(1− sy)

β(1− sx) + (1− β)(1− sy)
.

where ηx|C(s) is the fraction of cooperators that are x-types in state s; ηx|D(s), ηy|C(s) and

ηy|D(s) are analogously interpreted.

3.3 Two-pool assortative matching process

In our daily lives, we tend to interact with those who act like us and avoid those who behave

differently. To capture such a tendency, we adopt the two-pool assortative matching process

with uniform assortativity by (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981). Two-pool assortative
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matching process is a random matching process such that every agent in the population is

matched, with probability p ∈ [0, 1], with an agent choosing the same strategy as he does

(i.e., he draws from an assortative pool), and with probability 1−p with a randomly selected

agent (i.e., he draws from a random pool consisting of all individuals who who did not match

from an assortative pool).

Given a population state s, the probabilities of matching among the agents are given as

Pr(C|C) = p+ (1− p)(βsx + (1− β)sy);

Pr(D|C) = (1− p)(β(1− sx) + (1− β)(1− sy));
Pr(D|D) = p+ (1− p)(β(1− sx) + (1− β)(1− sy));
Pr(C|D) = (1− p)(β(sx) + (1− β)(sy));

where Pr(C|C) denote the probability that a cooperator is matched with another cooperator,

Pr(D|C) denote the probability that a cooperator is matched with a defector. Pr(D|D) and

Pr(C|D) are analogously interpreted.

One can observe that Pr(C|C) and Pr(D|D) are increasing in p, while Pr(D|C) and

Pr(C|D) are decreasing in p. Hence, probability p captures how unlikely that a cooperator

is matched with a defector. Probability p is referred to as the index of assortativity in

Bergstrom (2003).

Note that when p = 0, the matching process is reduced to a uniformly random matching

process. When p = 1, the cooperators and the defectors are completely segregated from each

other.

For now, we assume that p is a constant across population state as in Bergstrom (2003).

In Subsection 5.4, we generalize the analysis to the case in which the index of assortativity

is not uniform across states.

3.4 Evolutionarily Stable States

As justified in the Introduction, we assume that auxiliary traits (actions) evolve faster than

identity traits (cultural types). Therefore, we focus on the evolution of actions taking types

as given. We do so under the standard assumption of payoff monotonicity (Weibull, 1995),

simply comparing the expected payoffs of cooperators and defectors.

In a setting like ours, where the distribution of types is held fixed while the distribution

of actions is not, there is no agreement in the literature on the appropriate notion of evolu-
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tionary stability.6 Therefore, we take a conservative position opting for a quite demanding

definition: one that ensures that a state is stable under any reasonable dynamics which

satisfies payoff monotonicity.

We will say that a state s is evolutionarily stable if there exists an invasion barrier

ε̄ > 0 such that, for every pair εx, εy ≥ 0, with 0 < εx + εy < ε̄, describing the fraction of

x-type mutants and y-type mutants, respectively, and for every pair (σx, σy) describing the

fraction of cooperators among x-type mutants and y-type mutants, respectively, we have

that mutants perform worse than the incumbents of the same type; in particular, if εx > 0

and σx 6= sx then the average payoff of x-type mutants must be strictly lower than the

average payoff of x-type incumbents, and if εy > 0 and σy 6= sy then the average payoff of

y-type mutants must be strictly lower than the average payoff of y-type incumbents. If a

state is evolutionary stable, the fraction of mutants of each type will decrease over time in

any payoff monotone dynamics.

We denote with π(C, x|s) the expected payoff in population state s of a cooperator that

is an x-type. We define π(D, x|s), π(C, y|s) and π(D, y|s) analogously. For the ease of

exposition, we define κ = βsx + (1− β)sy.

For a x type cooperator, if he enters the assortative pool, he always gets a payoff of

b− c from the interaction. However, he may encounter a y type cooperator with probability

ηy|C(s), which costs him a penalty of d. On the other hand, if he instead enters the random

pool, he only encounters another cooperator with probability κ. Moreover, among all the

agents he can encounter in the random pool, 1−β of them are y type agents. So he receives

a penalty of d with probability 1 − β. Therefore, the expected payoff of a x type agent is

given by

π(C, x|s) = p(b− dηy|C(s)) + (1− p)[κb− d(1− β)]− c.

Similarly, we can write down the expected payoffs of the other three types of agents:

π(D, x|s) = −pdηy|D(s) + (1− p)[κb− d(1− β)],

π(C, y|s) = p(b− dηx|C(s)) + (1− p)[κb− dβ]− c,
π(D, y|s) = −pdηx|D(s) + (1− p)[κb− dβ].

6Evolutionary stability in incomplete information games with fixed distribution of types is studied in Ely

and Sandholm (2005), who consider best-response dynamics, Cressman (2003, Section 4.7.2) and Amann

and Possajennikov (2009), who apply replicator dynamics.
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We observe that

π(C, x|s)− π(D, x|s) = p(b− d(ηy|C(s)− ηy|D(s)))− c,
π(C, y|s)− π(D, y|s) = p(b− d(ηx|C(s)− ηx|D(s)))− c.

Using the differences above, the following result can be proved:

Proposition 1.

• s = (1, 1) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≥ c
b−βd ;

• s = (0, 0) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≤ c
b+βd

;

• s = (1, 0) and s = (0, 1) are evolutionarily stable states if and only if c
b+d
≤ p ≤ c

b−d .

There are no other states that can be evolutionarily stable.

Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of Proposition 1. As one can see, the range

of values that p can take in [0, 1] can be partitioned in five regions. If p ∈ [0, c/(b + d)),

then s = (0, 0) is the unique evolutionarily stable state. If p ∈ [c/(b + d), c/(b + βd)], then

s = (0, 0), s = (1, 0) and s = (0, 1) are all and only the evolutionarily stable states. If

p ∈ (c/(b+ βd, c/(b− βd)), then s = (1, 0) and s = (0, 1) are all and only the evolutionarily

stable states. If p ∈ [c/(b − βd), c/(b − d)], then s = (1, 1), s = (1, 0) and s = (0, 1) are all

and only the evolutionarily stable states. Finally, if p ∈ (c/(b− d), 1], then s = (1, 1) is the

unique evolutionarily stable state.

0 1

p
c
b+d

c
b+βd

c
b−βd

c
b−d

sx = 0, sy = 0︷ ︸︸ ︷ sx = 1, sy = 1︷ ︸︸ ︷

sx = 1, sy = 0
sx = 0, sy = 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Figure 1: Evolutionarily stable states as a function of p. The picture is drawn assuming b = 2,

c = 1, d = 3/4 and β = 2/3.

Note that when d = 0, if p > c
b
, s = (1, 1) is uniquely evolutionarily stable; if p < c

b
,

s = (0, 0) is uniquely evolutionarily stable. In other words, without cultural aversion, people
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either all cooperate when the matching is highly assortative, or all defect when the matching

is less assortative.

However, when the cultural aversion d is positive, type-monomorphic states s = (0, 1)

and s = (1, 0), in which partial cooperation is sustained, emerge as the unique evolutionarily

stable states in the region of p ∈ (c/(b+ βd, c/(b− βd)).

The existence of type-monomorphic states hinges on the interplay between cultural aver-

sion and assortativity in actions. Cultural aversion introduces an incentive for the agents

from the same cultural group to coordinate on the action played by most of their group

members, because the presence of assortativity in actions help them to avoid being matched

with agents from the other group. Eventually, the agents with different cultural types are

sorted to coordinate on different actions. This sorting result is the main novelty of this

model compared to the literature on the evolution of cooperation in prisoner dilemmas.

Figure 2 depicts the evolutionarily stable states as a function of d. When assortativity

level is low ( p < c
b
), increasing cultural aversion helps to foster cooperation in a population

consisting of only defectors. On the other hand, when assortativity is high (p > c
b
), increasing

cultural aversion induces defection in a population consisting of only cooperators. In Section

4, we provide a detailed analysis of the welfare effect induced by the cost of cultural aversion

d.

-

0
d

c−bp
p

c−bp
βp

sx = 0, sy = 0︷ ︸︸ ︷

sx = 1, sy = 0
sx = 0, sy = 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(a) The picture is drawn assuming p < c/b.

-

0
d

bp−c
p

bp−c
βp

sx = 1, sy = 1︷ ︸︸ ︷

sx = 1, sy = 0
sx = 0, sy = 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(b) The picture is drawn assuming p > c/b.

Figure 2: Evolutionarily stable states as a function of d.

To give an idea of the kind of payoff-monotone dynamics at play here, in Figure 3 we

depict the phase diagram under best response dynamic, for a numerical example. In partic-

ular, we set β = 0.6, b = 3, c = 1, d = 1 and p takes value from 0.2, 0.35, 0.4 and 0.5. The

x-axis represents the proportion of x group agents choosing to cooperate (sx). The y-axis

represents the proportion of y group agents choosing to cooperate (sy). When p = 0.2,

best response dynamic converges to s = (0, 0) from any initial state. When p = 0.5, best
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(a) p = 0.2 (b) p = 0.35

(c) p = 0.4 (d) p = 0.5

Figure 3: Plots of Best Responses
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response dynamic converges to s = (1, 1) from any initial state. When p = 0.35, The simplex

of population states is divided into three regions, which define the basins of attractions of

s = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0). The dynamic would converge to one of these three states depending

on the initial states. When p = 0.4, The simplex of population states is divided into three

regions, which define the basins of attractions of s = (1, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0). The dynamic would

converge to one of these three states depending on the initial states.

One final comment regards the role of the relative size of cultural groups. Note that,

in the presence of cultural aversion, also β affects how action-assortativity determines the

emergence of cooperation. In particular, as β gets closer to 1, i.e., as the two cultural

groups have more and more unequal sizes, a greater action-assortativity is necessary for

s = (1, 1) to be evolutionarily stable and a smaller one for s = (0, 0), while the stability

of type-monomorphic states is unaffected. So, in a sense, the asymmetry in the size of

cultural groups makes the emergence of type-monomorphic states more likely, at least for

intermediate values of assorativity.

4 Welfare

We have shown how a larger cultural aversion can promote more or less cooperation in a

society, depending on which state – either full cooperation or full defection – emerges in the

absence of cultural aversion, which in turn depends on the degree of action-assortativity. The

effects of cultural aversion, however, are not limited to changes in the extent of cooperation;

they also involve modifications to the cost and frequency of type-mismatches. In order to

evaluate the overall impact of cultural aversion, we focus our attention on societal welfare,

which is simply the sum over of individual payoffs over the whole population.

We denote the societal welfareof a state s = (sx, sy) with W (sx, sy). In a monomorphic

state societal welfare is W (1, 1) = b − c − 2β(1 − β)d if everybody cooperates, while it

is W (0, 0) = −2β(1 − β)d if everybody defects. Instead,in a type-monoporphic state we

have either that W (1, 0) = β(b − c) − 2β(1 − β)(1 − p)d or that W (0, 1) = (1 − β)(b −
c) − 2β(1 − β)(1 − p)d depending on whether, respectively, the majority cooperates or the

minority cooperates.

In any range of parameters where only one state is evolutionarily stable, the minimal

cultural aversion is clearly optimal for any p > 0, since type-mismatches are costly, ceteris

paribus, from a societal point of view. However, d = 0 is not necessarily the most desirable

situation. Indeed, besides the cost of type mismatches, there are other two effects of cultural

aversion on welfare that are not necessarily negative. These effects exist when cultural
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aversion is strong enough that also type-monomorphic states are evolutionarily stable. One

effect is always beneficial and is the incentive to coordinate on the same action that is adopted

by one’s own type, which can greatly reduce the number of type-mismatches; the strength

of such effect crucially, and positively, depends on the degree of action-assortativity. The

second effect is the result of the first: in order to avoid type mismatches an agent can be

induced to adopt a different action; evidently, this effect is beneficial when the change is from

defection to cooperation and detrimental when the change goes in the opposite direction.
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W (1, 1)
W (1, 0)
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Figure 4: Welfare of evolutionarily stable states as a function of d. The pictures are drawn assuming

b = 2.1, c = 1.2, β = 0.6, and p = 0.45 on the left, while p = 0.85 on the right.

When p < c/b, the monomorphic state that is evolutionarily stable is full defection, so

a type-monomorphic state can be preferred as it allows more cooperation (see Figure 4, left

panel, for an example). In particular, when both kinds of states are evolutionarily stable

we have that W (1, 0) > W (0, 1) > W (0, 0) for all feasible values of d. So, if d is not too

large, the type-monorphic state with some cultural aversion is preferable to the monomorphic

state where everybody defects but there is no cultural aversion at all – and, of course, the

type-monomorphic state where the majority cooperates is the most preferred. The gains

from cooperation, although only a part of the population is involved, more than offset the

increased cost of type mismatches, which however are reduced in number.

Instead, when p > c/b, it is obviously optimal to have d = 0, because the monomor-

phic state where everybody cooperates is evolutionarily stable – and full cooperation in the

absence of cultural aversion is, by construction, the first best. However, if some cultural
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aversion is present, and it is sufficiently strong to make also type-monomorphic states evolu-

tionarily stable, it may happen that W (1, 0) > W (0, 1) > W (1, 1) (see Figure 4, right panel,

for an example). If d is not too large, the lost benefits of cooperation (due to the fact that

part of the population now defects to avoid type mismatches) can be more than offset by

the reduced number of type-mismatches, even if the cost of a single type mismatch can be

greater.

The following proposition summarizes:

Proposition 2. Suppose that (sx = 1, sy = 0) and (sx = 0, sy = 1) are evolutionarily stable

states. It follows that W (1, 0) > W (0, 1). In addition, if they are not the only evolutionarily

stable states, then we have that either:

• (sx = 0, sy = 0) is also evolutionarily stable, with W (1, 0) > W (0, 1) > W (0, 0);

• (sx = 1, sy = 1) is also evolutionarily stable, with W (1, 0) > W (1, 1) if and only if

dp > (b−c)
2β

, and W (0, 1) > W (1, 1) if and only if dp > (b−c)
2(1−β) .

Proposition 2 indicates that cultural aversion and action-assortativity have a non-trivial

interplay for what concerns their effect on welfare. In particular, when d > 0 it is possible

that p has a non-monotonic impact on welfare. Figure 5 illustrates an examples of this case.

We stress that for d = 0 this can not happen.
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W (0, 1)
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Figure 5: Welfare of evolutionarily stable states as a function of p. The picture is drawn assuming

b = 2.1, c = 1.2, d = 0.85 and β = 0.6.
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5 Model extensions

5.1 Asymmetric cultural aversion

Cultural aversion may be asymmetric. For example, as measured in Bisin et al. (2004),

Jews’ cultural intolerance towards Catholics and Protestants is much stronger than Catholics

and Protestants’ cultural intolerance towards each other. In this section, we study the

consequences of how asymmetric cultural aversion.

Let dx denote the cultural aversion of group x – i.e., the cost to be matched with a

member of group y – and dy denote the cultural aversion of group y – i.e., the cost to be

matched with a member of group x – and suppose that dx 6= dy. Intuitively, dx > dy captures

the situation in which a conservative majority is hostile against a minority who is not so

unhappy to work with the majority. Conversely, dx < dy captures the situation in which a

relatively open-minded majority faces an inward-looking minority.

Under asymmetric cultural aversion, the following result holds:

Proposition 3.

• s = (1, 1) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≥ c
b−max{βdy ,(1−β)dx} ;

• s = (0, 0) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≤ c
b+max{βdy ,(1−β)dx} ;

• s = (1, 0) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if c
b+dx
≤ p ≤ c

b−dx ;

• s = (0, 1) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if c
b+dy
≤ p ≤ c

b−dy .

There are no other states that can be evolutionarily stable.

Compared to Proposition 1, Proposition 3 provides an additional insight to the problem.

That is, asymmetry in cultural aversion serves as an equilibrium selection mechanism between

the two type-mornomorphic states. For instance, when dx > dy we have that for c/(b+dx) <

p < c/(b+dy) the type-monomorphic state s = (1, 0) is evolutionarily stable, while s = (0, 1)

is not.

Also, Proposition 3 indicates that when action-assortativity increases, the group with

stronger cultural aversion is likely to cooperate first. However, as action-assortativity keeps

increasing, the group with weaker cultural aversion finds cooperation beneficial. This leads

to defection in the group with stronger cultural aversion because of its members’ strong

desire to differentiate themselves from the other group.
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5.2 Assortativity in cultural types

Besides the tendency to interact more with people who act similarly to us, we tend to interact

more with those who are similar to ourselves along the cultural dimensions, such as language,

religion, dress and origin. To capture the assortativity in both actions and cultural types,

we develop the analysis in a variant of the two-pool assortative process, that we call dual

two-pool assortative process. Every agent in the population enters with probability p a pool

where all agents play his same action, and with probability 1 − p he enters a random pool

consisting of all individuals who did not enter the action-assortative pool. After that, every

agent, whatever pool has entered, enters with probability q a sub-pool where all agents have

his same type, and with probability 1−q he enters a random pool consisting of all individuals

who did not enter the type-assortative pool.

We observe that p can still be understood as the index of assortativity in actions, while

q can analogously be understood as the index of assortativity in cultural types.

We remind that κ = βsx + (1 − β)sy. Expected payoffs at population state s are given

by:

π(C, x|s) = pqb+ p(1− q)(b− ηy|C(s)d) + (1− p)qκb+ (1− p)(1− q)(κb− (1− β)d)− c,
π(D, x|s) = pq0 + p(1− q)(−ηy|D(s)d) + (1− p)qκb+ (1− p)(1− q)(κb− (1− β)d),

π(C, y|s) = pqb+ p(1− q)(b− ηx|C(s)d) + (1− p)qκb+ (1− p)(1− q)(κb− βd)− c,
π(D, y|s) = pq0 + p(1− q)(−ηx|D(s)d) + (1− p)qκb+ (1− p)(1− q)(κb− βd).

Therefore,

π(C, x|s)− π(D, x|s) = p(b− d(ηy|C(s)− ηy|D(s))(1− q))− c,
π(C, y|s)− π(D, y|s) = p(b− d(ηx|C(s)− ηx|D(s))(1− q))− c.

Using the differences above, the following result can be proved:

Proposition 4.

• s = (1, 1) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≥ c
b−(1−q)βd ;

• s = (0, 0) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≤ c
b+(1−q)βd ;

• s = (1, 0) and s = (0, 1) are evolutionarily stable states if and only if p ≥ c
b+(1−q)d and

p < c
b−(1−q)d .

There are no other states that can be evolutionarily stable.
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Proposition 4 is qualitatively similar to Proposition 1. From this we can conclude that our

results, which are based on assortativity in actions, are robust to the presence of assortativity

in types as well. However, we observe that the higher is q, the smaller is the interval of values

of p for which type-monomorphic states are evolutionarily stable (and, also, the larger are

the interval of values of p for which monomorphic states are evolutionarily stable). Indeed,

a higher q reduces the net effect of actions as instruments to avoid type-mismatches.

Note that Proposition 4 implies that when p = 0, s = (0, 0) is the only evolutionarily

stable state. When d = 0, s = (0, 0) and s = (1, 1) are the only possible evolutionarily stable

states. Therefore, assortativity in cultural types alone, without either cultural aversion or

assortativity in actions, cannot produce type-mornomorphic stable states.

Let us conclude this discussion of the role of type-assortativity by pointing out a rela-

tionship that we do not considered here, but that is potentially interesting. One might argue

that cultural aversion and the degree of type-assortativity are not independent one of the

other. In particular, q might be an increasing function of d: the higher the cost of type-

mismatches, the more effective will be the mechanisms developed by each culture to avoid

interactions with members of other cultures. In such a case, which states are evolutionarily

stable, as d varies, depends on how sensitive q is to changes in d. In principle, all our results

remain valid, provided that q is sufficiently insensitive. We consider the study of specific

mechanisms linking q to d as a promising direction for future research.

5.3 Legal institutions

There is a consensus that formal institutional arrangements such as legal sanctions are im-

portant for sustaining economic exchange and promoting trade and development in modern

civic societies (North, 1981). However, in most of the developed countries nowadays, con-

flicts between different ethnic, racial and cultural groups are still commonly seen. So, in

this subsection, we would like to investigate how a legal institution interacts with cultural

aversion and action-assortativity in shaping people’s behaviors.

Consider the following legal institution (see Tabellini et al., 2008, for a similar model

of legal institution). Whenever a pair of matched agents is such that one cooperates and

the other defects, the legal institution has a positive probability r ∈ (0, 1) to detect the

pair and learn this fact. If the pair is detected, the defecting agent faces a fine f > c and

the cooperating agent receives an equal amount of compensation f . The detection rate r

measures the strength of the legal institution.

Note that this legal institution can also be regarded as a court system. Any agent can

take his/her opponent to the court. When a cooperating agent takes a cooperating agent to
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the court, their material payoffs are unchanged. When a cooperating agent takes a defecting

agent to the court or the other way around, the defecting agent pays rf and the cooperating

agent receives rf . When a defecting agent takes a defecting agent to the court, both incur

rf . Given this court system, defecting agents never have incentive to take their opponents

to the court, while cooperating agents have incentive to take their opponents to the court if

and only if their opponents are defecting.

We remind that κ = βsx + (1 − β)sy. Expected payoffs at population state s are given

by:

π(C, x|s) = p(b− dηy|C(s)) + (1− p)[κb− d(1− β) + (1− κ)rf ]− c,
π(D, x|s) = −pdηy|D(s) + (1− p)[κ(b− rf)− d(1− β)],

π(C, y|s) = p(b− dηx|C(s)) + (1− p)[κb− dβ + (1− κ)rf ]− c,
π(D, y|s) = −pdηx|D(s) + (1− p)[κ(b− rf)− dβ],

which lead to:

π(C, x|s)− π(D, x|s) = p(b− d(ηy|C(s)− ηy|D(s))− rf) + rf − c,
π(C, y|s)− π(D, y|s) = p(b− d(ηx|C(s)− ηx|D(s))− rf) + rf − c.

Using the differences above, the following result can be proved:

Proposition 5. If rf < c, we have that:

• (sx = 1, sy = 1) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≥ c−rf
b−dβ−rf and

b− dβ − rf > 0;

• (sx = 0, sy = 0) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≤ c−rf
b+dβ−rf ;

• (sx = 1, sy = 0) and (sx = 0, sx = 1) are both evolutionarily stable states if and only if,

either c−rf
b+d−rf ≤ p ≤ c−rf

b−d−rf in case b−d−rf > 0, or c−rf
b+d−rf ≤ p in case b−d−rf ≤ 0.

There are no other states that can be evolutionarily stable.

Compared to Proposition 1, Proposition 5 shows that a relatively weak legal institution

(qf < c) complements action-assortativity in achieving cooperation. More specifically, given

the presence of the legal institution, the thresholds on p for switching from the monomorphic

state where everybody defects to a type-monomorphic state, and for switching from a type-

monomorphic state to the monomorphic state where everybody cooperates, are both lower.

However, things turn out to change qualitatively when the legal institution is strong, as

implied by the following result:
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Proposition 6. If rf > c, we have that:7

• if b− d ≥ c, then (sx = 1, sy = 1) is the unique evolutionarily stable state;

• if b− d < c, then:

• (sx = 1, sy = 1) is an evolutionarily stable state if and only if p ≤ rf−c
rf−(b−dβ) ;

• (sx = 1, sy = 0) and (sx = 0, sx = 1) are both evolutionarily stable states if and

only if p ≥ rf−c
rf−(b−d) ;

• there are no other states that can be evolutionarily stable.

The first part of Proposition 6 shows that when cultural aversion is sufficiently weak, a

sufficiently strict legal institution can completely substitute the role of action-assortativity

and induce full cooperation.

On the other hand, the second part of Proposition 6 illustrates a counter-intuitive result:

When cultural aversion is sufficiently strong, for a low degree of action-assortativity the

only stable state is the monomorphic one where everybody cooperates, while a high degree

of action-assortativity leads to the stability of type-monomorphic states. The rationale is

that when action-assortativity is sufficiently high, the legal institution would not represent a

very effective punishment for defectors, since they rarely end up matched with cooperators;

instead, differentiating in actions is still an effective way to avoid costly type-mismatches.

People usually blame bad behaviors on weak formal institutional arrangement. However,

in reality, we still observe high crime rates in certain minority groups in developed countries.

Proposition 6 provides a possible explanation for why a strict legal institution is sometimes

ineffective (Massey, 1995).

Finally, Proposition 5 and 6 indicate that a legal institution itself cannot produce type-

monomorphic states if either cultural aversion or action-assortativity is absent (d = 0 or

p = 0). This demonstrates the importance of cultural aversion and action-assortativity in

our model.

5.4 State-dependent assortativity

So far we have considered a particular matching process, the two-pool matching process,

that entails a state-independent index of assortativity. However, the index of assortativity

7Fundamentally, the same result holds for rf = c too, provided that p > 0 and b− d 6= c. Indeed, it can

be shown that, if rf = c = b− d and p > 0 then (sx = 1, sy = 1), (sx = 1, sy = 0) and (sx = 0, sx = 1) are

all and only the evolutionarily stable states, while if rf = c and p = 0 then no evolutionarily stable state

exists.
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can be, in general, state-dependent. In this subsection we show that the introduction of

state-dependent assortativity does not affect the gist of our results.

We denote with p(C|D, s) the probability that a defector will encounter a cooperator in

state s. We define p(C|C, s), p(D|C, s) and p(D|D, s) analogously. So, we have that:

π(C, x|s) = p(C|C, s)(b− dηy|C(s)) + p(D|C, s)(−dηy|D(s))− c,
π(D, x|s) = p(C|D, s)(b− dηy|C(s)) + p(D|D, s)(−dηy|D(s)),

π(C, y|s) = p(C|C, s)(b− dηx|C(s)) + p(D|C, s)(−dηx|D(s))− c,
π(D, y|s) = p(C|D, s)(b− dηx|C(s)) + p(D|D, s)(−dηx|D(s)).

In this setup the index of assortativity in actions is given by:

a(s) = p(C|C, s)− p(C|D, s).

We observe that p(C|C, s)− p(C|D, s) = p(D|D, s)− p(D|C, s). Therefore,

π(C, x|s)− π(D, x|s) = a(s)(b− d(ηy|C(s)− ηy|D(s)))− c,
π(C, y|s)− π(D, y|s) = a(s)(b− d(ηx|C(s)− ηx|D(s)))− c.

Using the differences above, the following result can be proved:

Proposition 7.

• (sx = 1, sy = 1) is an evolutionarily stable state if a(s) > c
b−βd ;

• (sx = 0, sy = 0) is an evolutionarily stable state if a(s) < c
b+βd

;

• (sx = 1, sy = 0) and (sx = 0, sy = 1) are evolutionarily stable states if c
b+d

< a(s) <
c
b−d .

There are no other states that can be evolutionarily stable.

The results in Proposition 7 involve inequalities where the index of assortativity is asked to

be larger or smaller than some thresholds. Since the index a(·) is now state-dependent, the

possibility for a state to be evolutionarily stable hinges on the actual specification of a(·). In

particular, specific values of the index of assortativity should be derived from the underlying

matching process. In the following we explore a specific matching process that is alternative

to the two-pool matching process and which entails a state-dependent index of assortativity:

the strangers-in-the-night matching process with uniform assortativity (Bergstrom, 2013).
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The strangers-in-the-night matching process is such that every agent in the population

is randomly matched with another agent, and the pair is actually formed to play the game

with probability n if the two agents are alike in actions, and with probability m if the two

agents are different in actions. We assume, as typical, that n > m.

To adapt a strangers-in-the-night matching process with uniform assortativity in actions

to our setup, we particularizing eq. 20 in Bergstrom (2013) to the following, for every state

s:

a(s) =
[βsx + (1− β)sy][β(1− sx) + (1− β)(1− sy)](n2 −m2)

[βsx + (1− β)sy][β(1− sx) + (1− β)(1− sy)](n−m)2 + nm
. (1)

The next result follows directly from Proposition 7 in the light of (1).

Proposition 8.

• (sx = 0, sy = 0) is always an evolutionarily stable state;

• (sx = 1, sy = 0) and (sx = 0, sy = 1) are evolutionarily stable states if c
b+d

<
β(1−β)(n2−m2)

β(1−β)(n−m)2+nm
< c

b−d .

There are no other states that can be evolutionarily stable.

It can be useful to contrast this result with Bergstrom (2013, Theorem 6), where coexistence

of cooperators and defectors is also obtained in an evolutionarily stable state. Our analysis

indicates that, when type-heterogeneity is added together with cultural aversion in case of

type-mismatch, coexistence of cooperation and defection is no longer evolutionarily stable,

unless it comes with the separation of cooperators and defectors on the basis of their cultural

types.

One further comment is worth doing here. Action-assortativty is meant to describe

people’s general tendency to interact more with those who act like them. In our analysis,

as in the one by Begstrom, action-assortativity is taken as primitive. However, one may

think of mechanisms that can justify the existence and working of action-assortativity. Let

us provide a couple of examples.

Assortative matching can be generated by a process of repeated social interactions. Sup-

pose that the agents come with a selcted action, either cooperate or defect. Then, they

engage in n rounds of social interactions, where n can be undestood as a measure of the in-

tensity of social interactions. In the first round, all agents are uniformly randomly matched

in pairs. If both agents in a pair agree to keep the pair, they play the game and get the

payoffs. Otherwise, the agents would go back into the matching pool for the next round.

The same process repeats for the second round and so on. In the last round, the remaining
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agents are uniformly randomly matched and they have to accept their matches. Different

intensities of social interactions can generate different degrees of assortativity. Intuitively,

larger n induces higher degree of assortativity because cooperators matched with defectors

in early rounds would prefer breaking the pair and enter the next round in the hope to match

another cooperator. Note that this would be true also if agents are impatient, provided that

a greater n implies more frequent pairings.

Assortative matching can also be regarded as an institutional arrangement. Gunnthors-

dottir et al. (2010) propose the so called “group-based meritocracy mechanism” (GBM) as

opposed to “voluntary contribution mechanism” (VCM). GBM matches people according

to their contributions in a public provision game and they show that GBM induces higher

contributions than VCM in a laboratory setting. Nax et al. (2014) argue that assortative

matching as a meritocratic institution has been adopted since early human civilizations.

Nowadays, Chinese civil service exam, honorary circles, bonus wage schemes can all be con-

sidered as assortative matching. Rigos and Nax (2015) endogenize assortative as a variable

determined by democratic consensus.

6 Final remarks

In this paper we have explored the interplay between assortativty in actions and cultural

aversion. We have found that, in the presence of action-assortativty, cultural aversion works

in favor of states where there is perfect correlation between culture and behavior. This

happens because, thanks to action-assortativity, cooperation and defection can work as in-

struments to avoid interaction with individuals of another culture.

Further, our results account for the coexistence of a group of cooperators and a group

of defectors, as well as the segregation in actions of the two cultural groups, which is a

pattern that can be observed in reality. For example, social scientists have long documented

and analyzed the hyper-segregation phenomenon in the United States (Massey and Denton,

1993, Cutler et al., 1999). Certain cultural groups experienced high levels of segregation and

developed a persistent “ghetto culture”, which is associated with poor work ethics (Hannerz,

1969, Lewis, 1969, Wilson, 1987, 1996, Lemman, 1991, Bonney, 1975, Sáez-Martı and Zenou,

2012). Our model provides an explanation for the emergence such a “ghetto culture” as a

consequence of strategic choice: because of action-assortativity, shirking in effort (defect)

prevents a member of these cultural groups from being estranged from their own cultural

group members. However, at the same time, choosing to defect separates them from good job

opportunities (matching with cooperators), which induces high unemployment and poverty.
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A Appendix - Proofs

In the following we collect the proofs of all Propositions in the paper. For the sake of brevity, wherever

possible we avoid repeating similar arguments developed in other proofs, limiting ourselves to highlight what

adjustments have be done to prove the desired results (see, e.g., the proof of Proposition 1).

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

The validity of Proposition 1 follows from the proof of Proposition 3 if we set dx = dy = d.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Suppose that (sx = 1, sy = 0) and (sx = 0, sy = 1) are evolutionarily stable states. We simply note that

W (1, 0)−W (0, 1) = (2β − 1)(b− c) > 0 for β > 0.5, which shows the first claim of the proposition.

Suppose that (sx, sy) = (0, 0) is also evolutionarily stable. To show the validity of the first bullet, it is

enough to observe that W (0, 1)−W (0, 0) = (1− β)(b− c) + 2β(1− β)pd > 0, since b > c.

Suppose instead that (sx, sy) = (1, 1) is also evolutionarily stable. We note that W (1, 0) −W (1, 1) =

−(1−β)(b−c)+2β(1−β)dp > 0 requires dp > (b−c)
2β , while W (0, 1)−W (1, 1) = −β(b−c)+2β(1−β)dp > 0

requires dp > (b−c)
2(1−β) , i.e., the two conditions in the second bullet.

A.3 Proof of Proposition 3

Preliminarily, we argue that to prove that a monomorphic or a type-monomorphic state is be evolutionarily

stable, it is sufficient to check for pure invasions, i.e., σx, σy ∈ {0, 1}, that is for invasions such that all x-type

mutants are either only cooperators or only defectors and similarly for y-type mutants.

To see why, consider a generic state s = (sx, sy) and an invasion of ε̃x and ε̃y mutants such that

0 < σ̃x, σ̃y < 1. Hence, the new state s′ = (s′x, s
′
y) is such that s′x = sx(1 − ε̃x/β) + σ̃xε̃x/β and s′y =

sx(1− ε̃y/(1−β)) + σ̃y ε̃y/(1−β). Consider (without loss of generality) the case where σ̃x > sx and σ̃y < sy.

Since the ε̃x mutants are σ̃xε̃x cooperators and (1− σ̃x)ε̃x defectors, and similarly for the ε̃y mutants, we can

rewrite the new state as s′x = sx+εx/β and s′y = sy+εy/(1−β), where εx = (σ̃x−sx)ε̃x and εy = (σ̃y−sy)ε̃y.

We observe that the expected payoff of ε̃x − εx mutants, whose fraction of cooperators is sx, is the same as

the incumbents of type x. Similarly, the expected payoff of ε̃y − εy mutants, whose fraction of cooperators

is sy, is the same as the incumbents of type y. Therefore, the success of the invasion crucially depends

on whether εx cooperators and εy defectors earn a greater expected payoff than their respective incumbent

types. From this observation follows that the original invasion is successful if and only if a smaller pure

invasion of εx and εy mutants, with σx = 1 and σy = 0, is successful.

We consider the state s = (sx, sy) = (1, 1), and we suppose that a small fraction ε = εx + εy of mutants

invades and a state (sx− εx
β , sy−

εy
1−β ) is reached. The following expressions (2) and (3) are, respectively, the

relative gain that y-type cooperators have over y-type defectors, and the relative gain that x-type cooperators

have over x-type defectors:

π(C, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy −

εy
1− β

))− π(D, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy −

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
b− β − εx

1− εx − εy
dy +

εx
εx + εy

dy

)
− c; (2)
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π(C, x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy −

εy
1− β

))−π(D,x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy −

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
b− 1− β − εy

1− εx − εy
dx +

εy
εx + εy

dx

)
− c. (3)

The worst case for expression (2) to be positive is when εx = 0 and εy = ε. Analogously, the worst case

for expression (3) to be positive is when εy = 0 and εx = ε. Hence, it is easy to check that there exists an

invasion barrier ε̄ > 0 such that for any (εx, εy), with εx ≥ 0, εy ≥ 0, and 0 < εx + εy < ε̄, expressions (2)

and (3) are both positive if and only if p ≥ c
b−max{βdy,(1−β)dx} . This shows the validity of the first bullet in

the statement of the proposition.

We now consider the state s = (sx, sy) = (0, 0), and we suppose that a small fraction ε = εx + εy

of mutants invades and a state (sx + εx
β , sy +

εy
1−β ) is reached. The following expressions (4) and (5) are,

respectively, the relative gain that y-type defectors have over y-type cooperators, and the relative gain that

x-type defectors have over x-type cooperators:

π(D, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
−b− β − εx

1− εx − εy
dy +

εx
εx + εy

dy

)
+c; (4)

π(D,x|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, x|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
−b− 1− β − εy

1− εx − εy
dx +

εy
εx + εy

dx

)
+c. (5)

The worst case for expression (4) to be positive is when εx = 0 and εy = ε. Analogously, the worst case

for expression (5) to be positive is when εy = 0 and εx = ε. Hence, it is easy to check that there exists an

invasion barrier ε̄ > 0 such that for any (εx, εy), with εx ≥ 0, εy ≥ 0, and 0 < εx + εy < ε̄, expressions (4)

and (5) are both positive if and only if p ≤ c
b+max{βdy,(1−β)dx} , which shows the validity of the second bullet

in the statement of the proposition.

We then consider the state s = (sx, sy) = (1, 0), and we suppose that a small fraction ε = εx + εy

of mutants invades and a state (sx − εx
β , sy +

εy
1−β ) is reached. The following expressions (6) and (7) are,

respectively, the relative gain that y-type defectors have over y-type cooperators, and the relative gain that

x-type cooperators have over x-type defectors:

π(D, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
−b+

β − εx
β − εx + εy

dy −
εx

1− β + εx − εy
dy

)
+c;

(6)

π(C, x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(D,x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
b+

1− β − εy
1− β − εy + εx

dx −
εy

β − εx + εy
dx

)
−c.

(7)

The worst case for expression (6) to be positive is when εy = 0 and εx = ε. To see why, plug εy = ε− εx into

RHS of expression (6) and differentiate it with respect to εx. One can check that when ε is sufficiently small,

the derivative is negative. Analogously, the worst case for expression (7) to be positive is when εx = 0 and

εy = ε. Hence, it is easy to check that there exists an invasion barrier ε̄ > 0 such that for any (εx, εy), with

εx ≥ 0, εy ≥ 0, and 0 < εx + εy < ε̄, expressions (6) and (7) are both positive for any ε > 0 small enough if

and only if c
b−dx ≥ p ≥

c
b+dx

, which shows the validity of the third bullet in the statement of the proposition.

Lastly, we consider the state s = (sx, sy) = (0, 1), and we suppose that a small fraction ε = εx + εy

of mutants invades and a state (sx + εx
β , sy −

εy
1−β ) is reached. The following expressions (8) and (9) are,

respectively, the relative gain that y-type cooperators have over y-type defectors, and the relative gain that

x-type defectors have over x-type cooperators:

π(C, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

))−π(D, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
b+

β − εx
β − εx + εy

dy −
εx

1− β + εy − εx
dy

)
−c,

(8)
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π(D,x|(sx+
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

))−π(C, x|sx+
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
−b+

1− β − εy
1− β − εy + εx

dx −
εy

β − εx + εy
dx

)
+c,

(9)

The worst case for expression (8) to be positive is when εy = 0 and εx = ε. Analogously, the worst case

for expression (9) to be positive is when εx = 0 and εy = ε. Hence, it is easy to check that there exists an

invasion barrier ε̄ > 0 such that for any (εx, εy), with εx ≥ 0, εy ≥ 0, and 0 < εx + εy < ε̄, expressions (8)

and (9) are both positive if and only if c
b−dy ≥ p ≥

c
b+dy

, which shows the validity of the third bullet in the

statement of the proposition.

Finally, we show that no other state can ever be evolutionarily stable. Ad absurdum, suppose that

a state (sx, sy) is evolutionarily stable and that sx ∈ (0, 1) (this is without loss of generality). In such a

state the expected payoff of x-type cooperators must be equal to the expected payoff of x-type defectors.

Now consider an invasion of ε mutants, all being x-type cooperators, i.e., εx = ε and εy = 0. Denote with

(sx+ ε
β , sy) the resulting state. From π(C, x|(sx, sy)) = π(D,x|(sx, sy)), it follows that p(b−dx(ηy|C(sx, sy)−

ηy|D(sx, sy)))− c = 0. Since ηy|C(sx + ε
β , sy)− ηy|D(sx + ε

β , sy) < ηy|C(sx, sy)− ηy|D(sx, sy), we have that,

for any ε > 0, an x-type cooperator obtains a strictly greater payoff than a x-type defector, i.e.:

π(C, x|(sx +
ε

β
, sy))− π(D,x|(sx +

ε

β
, sy)) = p(b− dx(ηy|C(sx +

ε

β
, sy)− ηy|D(sx +

ε

β
, sy)))− c > 0, (10)

which implies that mutants obtain a higher payoff than incumbents, in contrast with (sx, sy) being evolu-

tionarily stable.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 4

The validity of Proposition 4 can be shown along the lines of the proof of Proposition 3. In the following we

limit ourselves to highlight the differences and provide brief comments.

In place of (2) and (3), we have:

π(C, y|(sx −
εx
β
, sy −

εy
1− β

))− π(D, y|(sx − εx, sy − εy)) = p

[
b+ (1− q)

(
− β − εx

1− εx − εy
d+

εx
εx + εy

d

)]
− c;

(11)

π(C, x|(sx −
εx
β
, sy −

εy
1− β

))− π(D,x|(sx − εx, sy − εy)) = p

[
b+ (1− q)

(
− 1− β − εy

1− εx − εy
d+

εy
εx + εy

d

)]
− c;

(12)

from which we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for evolutionarily stability, p ≥ c
b−(1−q)βd ,

which shows the validity of the first bullet in the statement of the proposition.

In place of (4) and (5), we have:

π(D, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

[
−b+ (1− q)

(
− β − εx

1− εx − εy
d+

εx
εx + εy

d

)]
+c;

(13)

π(D,x|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, x|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

[
−b+ (1− q)

(
− 1− β − εy

1− εx − εy
d+

εy
εx + εy

d

)]
+c;

(14)

from which we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for evolutionarily stability, p ≤ c
b+(1−q)βd ,

which shows the validity of the second bullet in the statement of the proposition.
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In place of (6) and (7), we have:

π(D, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

[
−b+ (1− q)

(
+

1− β − εx
1− β − εx + εy

d− εx
β + εx − εy

d

)]
+c;

(15)

π(C, x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(D,x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

[
b+ (1− q)

(
1− β − εy

1− β − εy + εx
d− εy

β − εx + εy
d

)]
−c;

(16)

from which we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for evolutionarily stability, c
b−(1−q)d > p >

c
b+(1−q)d . In place of (8) and (9), we can write analogous expressions, which however coincide with (15)

and (16), since here we are considering the case of symmetric cultural aversion. Hence, we have shown the

validity of the third bullet in the statement of the proposition.

Finally, the same argument used at the end of the proof of Proposition 3 can be used to show that no

other state can ever be evolutionarily stable, with the only difference that: π(C, x|(sx, sy)) = π(D,x|(sx, sy))

implies that p[b−(1−q)d(ηy|C(sx, sy)−ηy|D(sx, sy))]−c = 0, and π(C, x|(sx+ ε
β , sy))−π(D,x|(sx+ ε

β , sy)) =

p[(b− (1− q)d(ηy|C(sx + ε
β , sy)− ηy|D(sx + ε

β , sy))]− c ≥ 0.

A.5 Proof of Proposition 5

The validity of Proposition 5 can be shown along the lines of the proof of Proposition 3. In the following we

limit ourselves to highlight the differences and provide brief comments.

In place of (2) and (3), we have:

π(C, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

))−π(D, y|sx−
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
b− β − εx

1− εx − εy
d+

εx
εx + εy

d− rf
)

+rf−c;

(17)

π(C, x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

))−π(D,x|(sx−
εx
β
, sy−

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
b− 1− β − εy

1− εx − εy
d+

εy
εx + εy

d− rf
)

+rf−c;

(18)

from which we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for evolutionarily stability: since rf < c,

(17) and (18) can both be positive for all εx and εy when εx + εy is close to zero only if b− βd− rf > 0 and

they are actually so if and only if, in addition, p ≥ c−rf
b−βd−rf . This shows the validity of the first bullet in the

statement of the proposition.

In place of (4) and (5), we have:

π(D, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, y|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
−b− β − εx

1− εx − εy
d+

εx
εx + εy

d+ rf

)
−rf+c;

(19)

π(D,x|sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, x|(sx+
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
−b− 1− β − εy

1− εx − εy
d+

εy
εx + εy

d+ rf

)
−rf+c;

(20)

from which we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for evolutionarily stability: since rf < c,

(19) and (20) are both positive for all εx and εy when εx + εy is close to zero if and only if p ≤ c−rf
b+βd−rf .

This shows the validity of the second bullet in the statement of the proposition.
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In place of (6) and (7), we have:

π(D, y|(sx−
εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(C, y|(εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
−b+

1− β − εx
1− β − εx + εy

d− εx
β + εx − εy

d+ rf

)
−rf+c;

(21)

π(C, x|(εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

))−π(D,x|(εx
β
, sy+

εy
1− β

)) = p

(
b+

1− β − εy
1− β − εy + εx

d− εy
β − εx + εy

d− rf
)

+rf−c;

(22)

from which we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for evolutionarily stability, as follows. Since

rf < c, the quantity in (22) is positive for all εx and εy when εx+εy is close to zero if and only if p ≥ c−rf
b+d−rf .

Moreover, because rf < c, (21) can be positive for all εx and εy when εx + εy is close to zero only if

b−d− rf > 0, and it will actually be so if and only if, in addition, p ≤ c−rf
b−d−rf . Altogether, these conditions

show the validity of the third bullet in the statement of the proposition. In place of (8) and (9), we can write

analogous expressions, which however coincide with (21) and (22), since here we are considering the case of

symmetric cultural aversion. Hence, we have shown the validity of the third bullet in the statement of the

proposition.

Finally, the same argument used at the end of the proof of Proposition 3 can be used to show that no

other state can ever be evolutionarily stable, with the only difference that: π(C, x|(sx, sy)) = π(D,x|(sx, sy))

implies that p(b− d(ηy|C(sx, sy)− ηy|D(sx, sy))− rf) + rf − c = 0, and π(C, x|(sx + ε
β , sy))− π(D,x|(sx +

ε
β , sy)) = p(b− d(ηy|C(sx + ε

β , sy)− ηy|D(sx + ε
β , sy))− rf) + rf − c ≥ 0.

A.6 Proof of Proposition 6

The validity of Proposition 6 can be shown by checking, for εx+εy that tends to zero, the signs of expressions

from (17) to (22) when rf > c, first for b− d ≥ c (first bullet of the proposition) and then for b− d < c (all

subsequent bullets), and then applying the arguments developed in Proposition 5.

A.7 Proof of Proposition 7

The validity of Proposition 7 can be shown by considering expressions from (2) to (7) re-written for the

special case dx = dy = d and substituting p with a(s′), where s′ is the new state resulting from the

considered invasion made of εx mutants of type x and εy mutants of type y. In particular, to establish the

truth of the three bullets of Proposition 7, it is enough to follow the same arguments applied in the proof of

Proposition 3 with the only difference that the claims about the signs of (2)-(7) have to be read as proving

the sufficiency of the conditions involved (instead of both necessity and sufficiency).

Moreover, to establish that no other state can ever be evolutionarily stable, we can adjust the argument

used in the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 3, for which the following observation allows to apply

the same reasoning. Let s be the original state supposed, ad absurdum, to be evolutionarily stable and let s′

be the state resulting from an invasion of εx+ εy mutants. We observe that one can always consider the case

where x-types are cooperators and y-types are defectors (or vice versa) where εx/εy is such that a(s) = a(s′),

i.e., the fraction of cooperators in the whole population does not change. This allows to treat the index of

assortativity in actions as fixed for the purpose of establishing the success of the invasion.
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A.8 Proof of Proposition 8

By using equation 1, we can compute:

a(sx = 0, sy = 0) = 0 (23)

a(sx = 1, sy = 0) =
β(1− β)(n2 −m2)

β(1− β)(n−m)2 + nm
(24)

a(sx = 0, sy = 1) =
β(1− β)(n2 −m2)

β(1− β)(n−m)2 + nm
(25)

a(sx = 1, sy = 1) = 0 (26)

We can then verify whether the conditions of Proposition 7 are satisfied, thus obtaining the statement of the

proposition.
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